
Technical Report: SCCS-35435th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems - 1992 1An Expert System for Performance ManagementManish Parashar, Salim Hariri and Kamal JabbourAbstractThe rapid growth in size and complexity of dis-tributed systems and the use of heterogeneous com-ponents require e�ective tools to manage their re-sources. Expert system technology possesses the poten-tial to manage such large and complex systems basedon heuristic knowledge in near real time. This pa-per presents a general approach to designing an ex-pert system for the management of performance of adistributed function which is built based on the ser-vices provided by several application servers distributedacross the network. Furthermore, the expert sys-tem re-allocates the application servers so that all theclients (who are running the same distributed functionfrom di�erent sites) will experience similar functionresponse times. We also present an implementationof this system using a commercial expert system shelland inference engine. This presented expert systemdesign has three components: (1) resource monitor,(2) performance optimizer, and (3) the ManagementInformation Base (MIB). We demonstrate through anexample how this expert system can be used to optimizethe distribution of application servers of a client-serverbased distributed system with three ethernet-based net-works interconnected by an FDDI backbone network.1 IntroductionDistributed computing systems can be described asnetworked systems of applications, high-performancecomputers, workstations, and special purpose servers.The underlying network of a distributed system rangesfrom a high-speed bus that connects a cluster of com-puters to a wide area network. The current advancesin local area networks (LAN's) have had a signi�-cant impact on the wide spread of distributed sys-tems. As the size and the complexity of a distributedsystem network increases, the management of this net-work and its resources is becoming a challenging prob-lem. The network management tasks include a setof operational and administrative functions requiredto bring up a network, keep it operational and �ne

tune its operation. The management framework beingdeveloped by the International Standardization Or-ganization (ISO) allows the management of a multi-vendor network components in a uni�ed manner. TheISO management model consists of the following areas[1, 5, 6, 7]: 1) Performance management; 2) Con�g-uration management; 3) Fault management; 4) Ac-counting management; and 5) Security management.The focus of the paper is on performance manage-ment which can be de�ned as the set of tools andfunctions needed to guarantee that the network meetsits performance goal. In particular, we present an ap-proach that uses expert system technology to mini-mize the execution time of a distributed function, andat the same time reduces the variance of its responsetime as perceived by users at sites across the network.The distributed computing model adopted in this pa-per is based on the client-server paradigm. In theclient-server model, the user function (client function)is built based on the services provided by several Ap-plication Servers (AS). For example, an engineeringclient program needs the services provided by several�le servers and compute servers; or a command, con-trol, and communication client function will need theservices provided by compute, database, image, andgraphics servers [2].In this paper, we propose a generalized architec-ture for an expert system to manage the performanceof distributed applications. We apply the proposed ar-chitecture to construct an expert system for allocatingthe resources needed by a distributed function. Theresources are allocated such that the function responsetime is minimized and the system is well balanced withrespect to all client sites. The expert system is imple-mented using the CLIPS (C Language Implementa-tion Production System) inference engine and containsthe following components: Resource Monitor, Perfor-mance Optimizer and Management Information Base(MIB). The MIB stores all the information relevantto the managed objects in the system. The monitoraccesses this data from the MIB using standard accessprotocols and uses it to estimate the current perfor-mance metrics of the client functions to be managed.The monitor invokes the performance optimizer if theNortheast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973



Technical Report: SCCS-35435th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems - 1992 2response time of the managed function has deterio-rated below a predetermined threshold. The perfor-mance optimizer then attempts to obtain an allocationof resources that has an acceptable function responsetime. If it fails to obtain such an allocation the per-formance optimizer reports the status of the systemto the user and seeks the help of the system adminis-trator.The organization of the rest of the paper is as fol-lows. In Section 2, we present an approach to buildan expert system for performance management. Sec-tion 2.2 describes an implementation of the system us-ing the CLIPS inference engine. Section 2.3 presentsa numerical example to demonstrate how this expertsystem can be used to minimize the response timeof a function that requires the services of applicationservers distributed across three ethernet networks in-terconnected by an FDDI backbone network. In Sec-tion 3, we provide a summary and concluding remarks.2 An Expert System for PerformanceManagementThere is a rapidly growing interest in Arti�cial In-telligence and Expert System technology and theirapplication to resource allocation and network man-agement. This interest is evidenced by some ExpertSystems that have proved helpful for fault-diagnosis,system testing and monitoring, systems engineering,intelligent user interfaces, and network management.Expert systems are di�erent from conventional soft-ware systems because they separate system knowledgeor rules from program control and data [10]. They re-sult from an interactive development process with cus-tomer participation. Expert systems can make a \bestguess" at why a problem occurred, cope with incom-plete or inaccurate data, and sometimes explain howthey arrived at a conclusion. Some operational sys-tems even demonstrate the ability to anticipate trou-ble and learn from experience.The AT&T Automated Cable Expertise (ACE) sys-tem is used to identify cable routes needing rehabilita-tion and preventive maintenance in order to anticipateand thereby avoid customer trouble reports [10]. ACEwas a pioneering application in that it demonstratedthat knowledge based systems could be successfullyemployed in telecommunications. EXNETS is anotherexample on using an expert system to detect and di-agnose network faults and invoke proper recovery pro-cedures [11]. Also, reference [12] presents the ELANDexpert system that can be used to design local area

networks. We believe that expert systems have thepotential to successfully manage the performance offunctions in a distributed computing environment. Inwhat follows, we describe an approach for using expertsystem techniques to manage resource allocations of aheterogeneous distributed environment such that theclient function response time is minimized with respectto all client sites.2.1 Design ApproachA typical distributed environment consists of a setof possibly heterogeneous computing platforms whichare interconnected through a network and are capa-ble of cooperating with each other in handling appli-cations. Distributed applications running on such anenvironment are typically divided into client programsand application servers [2]. Client programs are con-sumers of resources; application servers provide the re-sources and can be distributed on di�erent sites acrossthe network.In the design approach presented in this paper, theexpert system is designed to operate in the backgroundin cooperation with the distributed operating system.It consists of three main subsystems: (1) The Manage-ment Information Base, (2) The Resource Monitor and(3) The Performance Optimizer (see Figure 1.) TheResource Monitor obtains system information by ac-cessing the Management Information Base (MIB) andthen computes the Function Response Time (FRT)at each site. If the FRT at any site increases abovea prede�ned acceptable maximum, the expert systemactivates the Performance Optimizer subsystem. Theperformance optimizer then, attempts to �nd an op-timal allocation of resources so as to minimize the re-sponse time while maintaining a balance across theclient sites. The individual subsystems are describedbelow:2.1.1 Management Information Base (MIB)The MIB presents a well-de�ned abstract image of themanaged objects in each of the seven layers of the OSIreference model. The actual objects are contained in areal database in each node. The objects are examinedor changed by manipulating the virtual objects in theMIB. A suite of standard application-layer protocolsis used to access the MIB objects. It is important tonote that the MIB must span all seven OSI layers andbe able to access and change management informationin each of the seven layers. The MIB thus providesthe Resource Monitor with the required system pa-Northeast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973
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Figure 1: An Expert System for Performance Man-agementrameters to be able to compute relevant metrics andevaluate the system performance.2.1.2 Resource MonitorThe function of the Resource Monitor subsystem is todetect any unacceptable deterioration in performancein the system. It accesses the MIB database and ob-tains the network parameters needed to analyze sys-tem performance. The managed function could be anydistributed application and may utilize the services ofseveral application servers distributed across the un-derlying network; for example: in banking applica-tions, a client function could be an \Account QueryProgram" that requires the services provided by sev-eral application servers such as \Computer Servers"and \Database Servers". In the presented analysis,we assume that the functions access required applica-

tion servers sequentially. Consequently, the functionresponse time for a function F experienced by a clientat site Si (i.e. FRT (Si)) is de�ned as the summa-tion of the processing times at each application server,TP (ASj), and the communication time needed to ac-cess that application server from the client site Si, i.e.TC(ASj ; Si), over all application servers composing F .Hence:FRT (Si) = X8ASj2F zj [TP (ASj) + TC(ASj ; Si)] (1)where zj represents the number of times ASj is in-voked by F .The parameters needed to evaluate FRT for eachclient site can be obtained using observations and mea-surements or by analytical means. Literature is richwith analytical techniques that can be used to esti-mate the processing time as well as the communica-tion time components of equation 1. The processingtime for application server ASj is given byTP (ASj) = tp(ASj)1� U (ASj) (2)where tp(ASj) is the actual service time of ASj andU (ASj) is the current utilization of the site and com-puting resource on which ASj resides.The communication time needed to access servicesavailable at a remote site can be evaluated by esti-mating the average packet transfer delay encounteredat each communication link of the underlying hetero-geneous network. Hence, if �(ASj ; Si) represents thesubnetwork which connects a client at site Si to ap-plication server ASj and Tpkt(k) is the packet transferdelay for communication link k, then the communica-tion delay associated with each call to ASj from siteSi is given byTC(ASj ; Si) = sj X8k2�(ASj;Si)Tpkt(k) (3)sj being the size of the transfer associated with ASjspeci�ed as number of packets. Analytical means toevaluate the average packet delay for various local areanetworks are reported in references [3, 14, 4] and aresummarized below:CSMA/CD LANTpkt = m� [(m2m2 ) + (4e+ 2)a + 5a2 + 4e(2e � 1)a2]2f1� �[1 + (2e + 1)a]g+1 + 2ea� (1� e�2a�)(2� + 2ae�1 � 6a)2[Fp(�)e�a��1 � 1 + e2a�] + a2(4)Northeast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973



Technical Report: SCCS-35435th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems - 1992 4In the above equation, � � � m where � is the totalaverage tra�c in frames/sec; m is the average packetlength in units of time and m2 is the second momentof the frame length distribution. The function Fp(�) isthe Laplace transform of the frame length distributionf(t) obtained as follows:Fp(�) = Z 10 f(t) e��tdta is de�ned as the ratio �=m, � being the end-to-endpropagation delay.Token Ring LANTpkt = L(1� �=N )2(1� �) + �2 m21� � +m + L2 (5)Here N is the number of stations along the ring andL is the ring latency or total walk time given byL � � +Nb=CC being the transmission capacity.FDDI LANTpkt = �N2(1��) [� r2 + r(1� �i)] + r�2k(1�� � �(1��i)2�k g(2)�[1� gk ] (6)where � is the total o�ered tra�c for N stationssuch that � � N�i. Packet arrivals at each stationare assumed to Poisson with mean value �. r is thepropagation delay between nearest stations and g isthe average number of packets served at each stationin one token rotation, while k is the maximum num-ber of packets served at each station during one tokenrotation and is given byk = dT Opr� Nrt �N eHere T Opr is the operative target token rotation timeand t is the packet transmission time (packet lengthsbeing constant).After computing the FRT at each client site,the Resource Monitor compares the computed FRTwith the pre-de�ned maximum acceptable FRT(Max Acc FRT). If the FRT at any site is found tobe greater than Max Acc FRT, the Resource Monitortriggers the Performance Optimizer which is describedbelow. The Resource Monitor is invoked at regularintervals to monitor the system performance and theabove procedure is repeated.

2.1.3 Performance OptimizerThe Performance Optimizer is responsible for optimiz-ing the resource allocation and system load wheneveran unacceptable increase in FRT is detected. Theoptimizing strategy followed attempts to distributethe application servers based on their characteristicsand the current network parameters so as to mini-mize the following two parameters; (1) the averageFRT across the system and (2) the variance of theFRT across various client sites. i.e. so that clients atevery site experience similar acceptable function re-sponse times. When invoked, the performance op-timizer sorts the clients sites in ascending order oftheir FRT's and identi�es the sites with the worstperformance (MAX FRT ) and the best performance(MIN FRT ). The current average FRT (Avg FRT )is also computed as follows:Avg FRT = 1#Sites #SitesXi=1 FRT (Si) (7)In addition, the performance optimizer maintains twovariables which store the current state of the system.These are CurAvg FRT which stores the current av-erage FRT and Cur Config which records the currentnetwork con�guration. Optimization is achieved usingan iterative process wherein, in each iteration the op-timizer attempts to improve the the average FRT bymigrating a server from the site with MIN FRT tothe site with MAX FRT . This migration is justi-�ed by the observation that the major contributor tothe FRT in a network based distributed system is theincreased network latency. MIN FRT implies thatmost of the required servers are available either lo-cally or the number of communication links traversedis small. Similarly, MAX FRT implies large com-munication latency. Increased utilization of a servercould also result in an increase in the FRT. Howeverthis increase would be reected in the FRT for ev-ery site and hence the site with the maximum FRTwill again be the site which experiences the maximumnetwork latency. The resource chosen for migration atthe site with MIN FRT is the smallest resource withrespect to the total size of the communication associ-ated with it, in the execution of the function F . If themigration results in an improved FRT, it is acceptedand the values of CurAvg FRT and Cur Config areupdated, else the migration is rejected and alternatemigrations are explored. The steps of the optimizationalgorithm is stated below:1. Sort FRT's in an ascending order; IdentifyMIN FRT , MAX FRT ; Compute Avg FRT .Northeast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973



Technical Report: SCCS-35435th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems - 1992 52. Update system variables CurAvg FRT andCur Config.3. Sort the resources at the site with MIN FRT inan ascending order by size; Migrate the small-est migratable resource from the site with theMIN FRT to the site with the MAX FRT .4. Recompute FRT at each site. This can be accom-plished analytically or can be approximated.5. Calculate new average FRT (NewAvg FRT ) andcompare with the stored CurAvg FRT .6. If (NewAvg FRT < CurAvg FRT )� Accept the current con�guration and updateCur Config.� Assign NewAvg FRT to CurAvg FRT .Else� Discard migration.7. Repeat above steps till some convergence crite-rion is met. This could means selecting the �rstcon�guration for which FRT � Max Acc FRT foreach site or �nding the con�guration with the low-est FRT or any other prede�ned criterion.8. If no con�guration is found with FRT �Max Acc FRT, the Performance Optimizer re-ports the status of the system and seeks humanintervention.2.2 A CLIPS based implementationIn this section we present an implementation out-line of the expert system described above using anycommercially available expert system shell and infer-ence engine. The syntax of CLIPS (\C" Language In-tegrated Production System) inference engine is usedas a medium of description. The CLIPS inference en-gine has been developed at the NASA Johnson SpaceFlight Center and is currently marketed by COS-MIC [16]. The objective of this description to demon-strate the methodology and not to provide an actualsource code. The system is composed of the followingcomponents:2.2.1 Fact ListThe fact list is used to convey information about thecurrent state of the network environment to the ex-pert system. This information is obtained from the

Management Information Base (MIB) maintained bythe OSI protocols. The expert system uses this knowl-edge to compute the FRT at each site on the networkand to detect any deterioration in performance. Thefact list is also used by the expert system to determinepossible options available to improve the performance.Some of the facts asserted by the MIB are describedbelow: (Sites Site(1) Site(2) Site(3) : : :)(Site(i) No of users Utilization)The above facts provide the expert system with in-formation about the active sites in the system as wellas the number of users at each site (with respect tothe particular application) and the utilization of eachsite. The fact,(Application(A1) AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 : : :)informs the expert system that application A1 re-quires the speci�ed application servers (ASi). Infor-mation about each AS is conveyed to the expert sys-tem by the fact below.(AS(i) Site Size Times invoked E� service timeUtilization : : : )This fact informs the expert system about the lo-cation and size of each application server, the numberof times it is invoked during one execution of the dis-tributed application, the service time of the applica-tion server, its utilization, etc. Information about thee�ective transmission delay per packet on each com-munication link is conveyed by the following set offacts: (TDelay LAN1 delay time)(TDelay LAN2 delay time): : :(TDelay FDDI delay time)Other information can be conveyed to the expertsystem in a similar manner. This information is thenused by the expert system knowledge base to evaluatethe system performance and optimize it if necessary.2.2.2 Knowledge BaseThe knowledge base of an expert system consists ofa set of of rules which de�ne the expertise or intelli-gence of the expert system. The rules interpret theinformation provided by the fact list and decide onthe course of action to be taken. CLIPS rules have anNortheast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973



Technical Report: SCCS-35435th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems - 1992 6\if-then" format where the \if" part matches systeminformation provided by the fact list and the \then"part de�nes the action to be taken. The following ruleillustrates the concept.(defrule Monitor Tra�c \Monitor the tra�c on a network"(Tra�c > 0.75)(Alternate-route Available)) (Re-route Tra�c))The knowledge base for the expert system describedin this paper consists of the following two modules:Resource Monitor The resource monitor, de-scribed in section 2.1.2, is triggered at regular intervalsand is provided with information regarding the currentsystem state.The monitor uses this information to evaluate theFRT at each site. The communication delay expe-rienced by a client at a site in accessing an applica-tion server can be evaluated as the summation of thecommunication time over each link in the subnetworkconnecting the client site to the server site. The listof communication links in a subnetwork from a givensite i to a site j are stored by the system as a table.Thus the calculation of the communication delay in-volves mainly table lookup which can be performede�ciently using the pattern matching capabilities ofthe inference engine. A format for the routing fact ta-ble is shown in Table 1. Here, each entry in the tableis a fact of the type:(Net[i,j] Link)where Net[i; j] identi�es the client site (i) and theserver site (j), i.e. the row and column of the tablerespectively; while Link is a communication link inthe subnetwork connecting i to j. If the subnetworkconsists of more than one communication link, thenthe table will have one entry for each link in the sub-network.The communication delay can now be calculatedusing the following rule:(defrule Comm \Calculate communication delay "(CALC DELAY Site?i AS(?j))(Net[?i,?j] ?LAN)?f1 < � (TDelay ?LAN ?delay)?f2 < � (TOTAL DELAY(?i) ?total delay)(AS(?j) ? ?size ?times $?))

(retract ?f1 ?f2)(bind ?net delay (* ?delay ?size ?times))(bind ?total delay (+ ?total delay ?net delay))(assert (TOTAL DELAY(?i) ?total delay)))The processing delay can similarly be calculated byusing the e�ective service time information providedby the MIB. A set of rules to achieve this are listedbelow:(defrule Proc per AS \Calculate processing delay per AS"?f1 < � (CALC PROC AS(?j))(AS(?j) ? ? ?times ?service time $?)) (retract ?f1)(bind proc time ( ?service time ?times))(assert (PROC TIME(?j) ?proc time)))(defrule Proc \Calculate processing delay"(CALC PROC TOTAL)?f1 < � (PROC TIME(?) ?proc time)?f2 < � (TOTAL PROC TIME ?total proc time))) (retract ?f1 ?f2)(bind proc time (+ ?total proc time ?proc time))(assert (TOTAL PROC TIME ?total proc time)))The function response time or FRT for each clientsite is now calculated using equation 1 as the sum ofthe communication and processing delays. The av-erage FRT is then compared with the Max Acc FRTand if it is found to be greater, the Performance Op-timizer is invoked. The following set of rules handlethese tasks:(defrule FRT \Calculate FRT per site & total FRT"?f1 < � (TOTAL DELAY(?i) ?total delay)(TOTAL PROC TIME ?total proc time)?f2 < � (TOTAL FRT ?total ft)) (retract ?f1 ?f2)(bind ?frt (+ ?total delay ?total proc time))(bind ?total frt (+ ?total frt ?frt))(assert (FRT[?i] ?frt))(assert (TOTAL FRT ?total frt)))(defrule Calc Avg FRT \Calculate average FRT"(Sites ?$sites)Northeast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973



Technical Report: SCCS-35435th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems - 1992 7AS(1) AS(2) AS(3) AS(4) : : :Site 1 (Net[1,1] LAN1) (Net[1,2] LAN1) (Net[1,3] LAN1) (Net[1,4] LAN1)(Net[1,3] FDDI) (Net[1,4] FDDI) : : :(Net[1,3] LAN3) (Net[1,4] LAN3)Site 2 (Net[2,1] LAN2) (Net[2,2] LAN2) (Net[2,3] LAN2) (Net[2,4] LAN2)(Net[2,1] FDDI) (Net[2,2] FDDI) (Net[2,3] FDDI) (Net[2,4] FDDI) : : :(Net[2,1] LAN1) (Net[2,2] LAN1) (Net[2,3] LAN3) (Net[2,4] LAN3)Site 3 (Net[3,1] LAN3) (Net[3,2] LAN3) (Net[3,3] LAN3) (Net[3,4] LAN3)(Net[3,1] FDDI) (Net[3,2] FDDI) : : :(Net[3,1] LAN1) (Net[3,2] LAN1)Table 1: Routing Fact Table(TOTAL FRT ?total frt)) (bind ?num sites (length ?$sites))(bind ?avg frt (/ ?total frt ?num sites))(assert (Avg FRT ?avg frt)))(defrule Trig Opt \Trigger optimizer if necessary"(Max Acc FRT ?max acc frt)(Avg FRT ?avg frt&:( > ?avg frt ?max acc frt))) (KICKOFF PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZER))Performance Optimizer The Performance Opti-mizer is triggered by the Resource Monitor when anunacceptable FRT is detected i.e. when CurAvg FRTis greater than Max Acc FRT. The Performance Opti-mizer �rst saves the current con�guration and currentaverage FRT which is accomplished by the followingrules:(defrule Save Cur Con�g \Save the current con�guration"(AS[?i] ?$data)) (assert (Cur Con�g AS[?i] ?$data)))(defrule Save Avg FRT \Save the current average FRT"(CurAvg FRT ?avg rt)) (assert (Cur Avg ?avg frt)))It then identi�es the the site with the largest FRTand tries to improve it by moving the smallest mi-gratable resource from the site with the minimum

FRT (MIG FROM SITE) to the site with the maxi-mumFRT (MIG TO SITE). Migration can be accom-plished by the following rules:(defrule Migrate \Migrate resource"(MIG FROM SITE ?mig from site)(MIG TO SITE ?mig to site)(MIGRATABLE AS ?mig as)?f1 < � (AS[?mig as] ?mig from site ?size ?times ?$data))(retract ?f1)(assert (AS[?mig as] ?mig to site ?size ?times ?$data)))The recalculation of the FRT's can be done us-ing the rules used by the Resource Monitor. If theabove migration improves the average FRT, i.e. theNewAvg FRT is less than CurAvg FRT, it is acceptedand the values of the CurAvg FRT and Cur Con�gFRT are updated using the rules de�ned above. Ifthere is no improvement in performance, the currentmigration is discarded and the next possible migra-tion is activated by appropriately de�ning the valuesof MIG FROM SITE and MIG TO SITE.2.2.3 Inference EngineThe inference engine provides the pattern matchingcapability allowing the knowledge base to be triggeredby the fact list. In the implementation presented inthis section we use the CLIPS forward chaining infer-ence engine. CLIPS complements the forward chain-ing nature of the application and provides e�cient \C"routines which are easy to interface with.2.3 An Illustrative ExampleIn this subsection we present a numerical exam-ple to illustrate the operation of the expert systemNortheast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973
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Figure 2: Example - Network Con�gurationSite No. of Clients Site Utilization1 5 10%2 10 5%3 5 40%Table 2: Numerical Example: Site Speci�cationApp. Server Size # invoked Site Srv time UtilAS1 20 Pkts 4 1 50 msec 16%AS2 60 Pkts 2 1 300 msec 24%AS3 10 Pkts 4 3 10 msec 8%AS4 30 Pkts 5 3 60 msec 30%Table 3: Numerical Example: Application ServerSpeci�cationsin a client-server based distributed system. Considerthe network shown in Figure 2. It consists of anFDDI backbone network connecting three local areanetworks (ethernet) which represent computing sites.The distributed application consists of four serverswhich are currently assigned as shown. The speci�ca-tions and current status of the three sites, the LAN'sand the application servers as exported by the MIBare given in tables 2 and 3 below.The assumptions made for the purpose of the ex-ample are as follows:1. The size of a single packet is 1000 bytes.2. The bandwidth of the FDDI backbone network is

100 Mbits/sec and the e�ective delay per packet(TeffFDDI ) available at the application layerequal to 0.7 msecs [14].3. The bandwidth of the ethernet LAN's is 10Mbits/sec and the e�ective delay per packet(TeffLAN ) available at the application layer is6.6msec [15].4. An analytic approach is used to calculate theFRT's with the assumption that the system isan open system with M/M/1 queues. All dis-tributions are assumed to be exponential and allarrivals to be Poisson.5. The arrival rate of tasks (�) is 15 tasks/hour/user.Let Npkt(k) be the number of packets on communica-tion link k per invocation of the distributed function.The tra�c on k (�k) can then be calculated as follows:�k = � �Npkt(k) � Tpkt(k) (8)where Tpkt(k) is the packet delay over communicationlink k. For the initial system con�guration the tra�con the di�erent links is found to be:�LAN1 = 13:6%�LAN2 = 10:7%�LAN3 = 13:2%�FDDI = 1:7%The FRT at each site can then be calculated usingequations 1, 2 & 3. Tpkt(Netk) in equation 3 is givenby: Teffk1� �k (9)Also, U (ASj) in equation 2 is the sum of the utiliza-tion of the site (�site) and the utilization of the server(�server) and hence equation 2 becomes:TP (ASj) = tp(ASj)1� (�site + �server) (10)The values of �site and �server can be obtained fromtables 3 and 2 above. The computed FRT's areFRT1 = 6.815 secFRT2 = 8.388 secFRT3 = 6.891 secCurrent Avg = 7.365Min. FRT = Site 1Max. FRT = Site 2Northeast Parallel Architectures Center � Syracuse UniversityScience and Technology Center � 111 College Place � Syracuse, NY 13244-4100Tel: (315) 443-1722, 1723; Fax: (315) 443-1973



Technical Report: SCCS-35435th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems - 1992 9Hence decision taken: Migrate AS1 from Site1 toSite2The tra�c on each network for the new con�gurationcan be calculated using equation 8 and are found tobe: �LAN1 = 10:31%; �LAN2 = 12:93%; �LAN3 =13:2%; �FDDI = 1:59%. The new FRT's can now becalculated. They are:FRT1 = 7.353 secFRT2 = 7.764 secFRT3 = 6.834 secNew Avg = 7.317Min. FRT = Site 3Max. FRT = Site 2Hence decision taken: Migrate AS3 from Site3 toSite2Note that the NewAvg FRT < CurAvg FRT andhence we assign NewAvg FRT to CurAvg FRT andassign the con�guration to Cur ConfigThe new tra�c on the networks are found to be:�LAN1 = 10:3%; �LAN2 = 14:0%; �LAN3 = 11:55%;�FDDI = 1:53%. The new FRT's can now be calcu-lated. They are found to be:FRT1 = 7.309 secFRT2 = 7.393 secFRT3 = 7.091 secCurrent Avg = 7.264Min. FRT = Site 3Max. FRT = Site 2Note again that the NewAvg FRT < CurAvg FRTand hence we assign NewAvg FRT to CurAvg FRTand the con�guration to Cur Config The procedurecontinues until the speci�ed convergence criterion ismet.3 Summary and Concluding RemarksIn this paper, we presented a general architectureof an expert system to manage the performance of adistributed application whose application servers andclients are geographically distributed across severallocal area The system monitors the performance ex-perienced at di�erent user sites and redistributes theresources when a deterioration in performance is en-countered. The redistribution attempts to optimizetwo parameters; (1) the average FRT across the sys-tem and (2) the variance of the FRT across variousclient sites. We develop, a set of rules and evaluation
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